What is a Working Paper?

A Working Paper is a first-draft-journal paper or
contribution, a research report, a workshop
presentation or an essay. Generally speaking, it
should have the potential of a full quality paper
that is in progress. This can be detailed and
formulated by the author(s) within the paper
(footnotes) or in an appendix including questions,
open points, discussions, outstanding empirical
findings and so on. The working papers will be
published on dncwps.discourseanalysis.net and it
will be possible to comment on the papers. The
commentaries should contribute to the further
development of the working paper and new
versions of the papers can be uploaded by the
coordinators.

Why should you submit your working
paper to DN CWPS?
The DN CWPS is not “just another working paper
series”. The DN CWPS is much more collaborative in spirit, as it gives you a constructive response
by two experts as well as offering you the opportunities for social networking with researchers in
your field of expertise. The goal of DN CWPS is
supporting, extending and deepening debate,
hence each accepted paper will obtain two reviews
from experts in the paper's field. Both comments
will be published in the appendix of the paper.
Additionally, every author will be invited to the
upcoming DiscourseNet meeting to present the
paper and to get in touch with the commentators
and other discourse researchers.

The Goal of DN CWPS – DiscourseNet:
Collaborative Working Paper Series
The DiscourseNet: Collaborative Working Paper
Series reflects ongoing research activity at the
intersection of language and society in the interdisciplinary field of Discourse Studies. Prolonging the
activities and publications of DiscourseNet, it
welcomes contributions which actively engage in a
dialogue across different theories of discourse,
disciplines, topics, methods and methodologies.

Do you have any questions?
Any questions about the guidelines for the composition of the working papers should be addressed
directly to the coordinators:
Jens Maesse (jens.maesse@sowi.uni-giessen.de) and
Saša Bosančić (sasa.bosancic@phil.uni-augsburg.de)
dncwps.discourseanalysis.net

DiscourseNet
Collaborative Working Paper Series
Guidelines
dncwps.discourseanalysis.net

General procedure

1. Every submitted paper will be reviewed by two
referees from members of the “board of permanent referees”
2. Members of the “board of permanent referees”
are among others: Saša Bosančić (coordinator),
Jens Maesse (coordinator), Ronny Scholz, Jan
Krasni, Jan Zienkowski, Giorgos Katsambekis,
Johannes Angermuller, Veit Schwab, Matthias
Klaes, Johannes Beetz, Marta Wroblewska, Julian
Hamann, David Adler, Michael Kranert, Martin
Nonhoff, Emilia Palonen, Vivien Sommer, Peter
Furko, Madeleine Boehm, Yannis Stavrakakis,
Jaspal Singh, Aristotelis Agridopoulos, Benno
Herzog, Camila Cmeciu, Amelie Kutter,
Delia-Georgiana Badoi, Yannik Porsché, Joanne
Hah Sixian, Kaushalya Perera.
3. The reviewers are requested to evaluate the
submitted paper according to DN CWPS standards
and to compile a short referee report. This review
process will ensure that papers published in the
DN CWPS are discussion papers with the potential
to become quality journal papers after further
elaboration. The DN CWPS will help researchers
to improve their papers and open opportunities for
academic discussion and circulation of ideas.

How should your proposal look?

Working papers …
can be submitted in
English, French, Spanish and German.
should be accompanied by an abstract. Abstracts
should be between 300 and 500
keystrokes in length (inclusive of spaces).
should not exceed a total length of 20,000
keystrokes (inclusive of spaces).
should use the APA-Citation style
(https://www.libra-ry.cornell.edu/research/
citation/apa).
should be sent to Jens Maesse and Saša Bosančić as
a PDF- and Word-Document.

What is DiscourseNet?

Funded by the European Research Council (ERC
DISCONEX) and other research institutions,
DiscourseNet brings together discourse analysts
from the social sciences and humanities in Europe.
Since 2006, regular meetings have facilitated the
debate among different disciplinary and national
tendencies in Discourse Studies. Open to everybody interested in discourse research, DiscourseNet
now focuses on building up an international
community through this website. More information
on DiscourseNet activities, publications and the
book series can be found at:
www.discourseanalysis.net.

